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“THE READ ALOUD 2020 NEEDS”:
CHILDREN’S BOOK ABOUT HOPE DEBUTS TO ENCOURAGE OTHERS

Fort Worth, Texas [October 12, 2020]. Hope the Dog, a positive and energetic new children’s book, is
now available for immediate sale. Written by Fort Worth local Allison Davis, Hope the Dog is an
inspiring tale for readers of all ages about a dog, an adventure, and the power of having HOPE in all
circumstances.
Hope is unlike the regular dogs. She’s special, quite quirky, like a teacher with paws. She runs in the rain
and slurps down souffles. Hope even teaches her owner how to sit and to stay! But one day, the dog goes
missing. Is Hope lost forever?
Advanced readers are calling Hope the Dog “the book 2020 needs,” suitable for both adults and children.
“This true gem of a book” (advanced reader reviews) launches into a year marked by adversity and
conflict, from a pandemic to political tensions. It is Davis’s wish that readers can learn from Hope the
Dog and be compelled to spread the message of unfailing HOPE to those around them.
Author Allison Davis was inspired by her dog and a challenging season to craft a story that could uplift
and inspire. Davis is a Texas Christian University (TCU) alumna with experience in both corporate
merchandising and education. She currently teaches at a private school in Fort Worth, Texas. Illustrator
Leah Rowe hails from the United Kingdom, where she spent many years as a graphic designer before
pursuing illustration full-time.
Hope the Dog is available for purchase at www.hopethedog.com or on Amazon. Available soon at local
retailers.
Hope the Dog™
ISBN: 978-1-7349656-0-5
LCCN: 2020907469
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High resolution photos are available online. For more information regarding interviews, media spotlights,
or retail opportunities please contact Allison Davis directly at allisondaviswrites@gmail.com.
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